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Abstract
Definition extraction has been a popular topic
in NLP research for well more than a decade,
but has been historically limited to well-
defined, structured, and narrow conditions. In
reality, natural language is messy, and messy
data requires both complex solutions and data
that reflects that reality. In this paper, we
present a robust English corpus and annota-
tion schema that allows us to explore the less
straightforward examples of term-definition
structures in free and semi-structured text.

1 Introduction

As the computational linguistics community
moves further towards comprehensive natural lan-
guage understanding, it has become increasingly
clear that our methods need to consider scenar-
ios that match a complex linguistic reality. In
the case of term-definition pairs, that means ex-
ploring how explicit in-text definitions and glosses
work in free and semi-structured text, especially
those whose term-definition pair span crosses a
sentence boundary and those lacking explicit def-
inition phrases. In this paper we present a new
corpus of natural language term-definition pairs,
as well as a novel schema that can be generally
applied for a wide range of domains.

2 Related Work

Most related work on definition extraction has
relied on the idea that definitions can be cap-
tured by common “definitor” verb phrases like
“means”, “refers to”, and “is”. Early work in
the field incorporated rule-based methods that ex-
tracted sentences that met this narrow standard
(JL Clavens, 2001; Cui and Chua, 2004, 2005;
Fahmi and Bouma, 2006; Zhang and Jiang, 2009).
While predictable and easily applied, these mod-
els subsequently failed to extract sentences that

∗Work was completed while individual was employed at
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lack these explicit markers. In an effort to expand
on the type of phrases used to extract definitions,
Cui et al. (2007) used soft pattern matching in a
modified HMM (PHMM). More recent work from
Espinosa Anke and Schockaert (2018) makes use
of a neural approach, which reached state-of-the-
art performance on the word class lattices (WCL)
datasets (Navigli et al., 2010). Even so, these
methods require both term and definition to ap-
pear in the same sentence and for terms to appear
before definitions.

Hypernym detection, a related field, has also
garnered interest for quite some time (see e.g.,
Hearst (1992); Snow et al. (2005); Ritter et al.
(2009); Shwartz et al. (2017)). Because many hy-
pernym glosses follow the pattern X, such as Y
or X is a (type of) Y, this work contains a sub-
set of cases considered for definition extraction.
Navigli and Velardi (2010) demonstrated the use
of word class lattices for both hypernym detection
and definition extraction, and Yin and Roth (2018)
proved the effectiveness of including definitions in
the training of hypernym detection models.

Most work on definition extraction has been
applied solely to English datasets, including the
WCL dataset mentioned above (Navigli et al.,
2010), the ukWaC dataset (Ferraresi et al., 2008),
a large crawled dataset of the .uk domain name,
and the W00 dataset, a small, expertly anno-
tated corpus introduced by Jin et al. (2013).
There does exist a smaller effort for multilin-
gual explorations, including German (Storrer and
Wellinghoff, 2006), Portuguese (Del Gaudio and
Branco, 2007), and Slavic (Przepiórkowski et al.,
2007), as well as some language-independent ap-
proaches (Del Gaudio and Branco, 2009). The
vast majority of these approaches are for unstruc-
tured text, typically scraped from online sources,
as in the ukWaC dataset, though some interest has
been given specifically for semi-structured text in
legal contracts (see e.g. Curtotti and McCreath
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Dataset # of positive
annotations

Size (in sen-
tences)

WCL 1,871 4,718
W00 731 2,185
DEFT 11,004 23,746

Table 1: Definition extraction datasets

(2010) and Winkels and Hoekstra (2012)).
While variations of the X is a Y form are in-

deed common definition sentence structures, they
do not capture a wide range of definition struc-
tures that appear in both free and semi-structured
text. In particular, they typically constrain the en-
vironment in which we find these definitions. We
see this in cases like the WCL dataset, of which
a portion of the data was extracted by taking the
first sentences of randomly sampled Wikipedia ar-
ticles, as well as in much of the legal domain re-
search, which often consider only the definitions
which appear in explicitly-identified glossary sec-
tions’. Our proposed Definition Extraction from
Texts (DEFT) corpus aims to alleviate this prob-
lem by providing complex, human-annotated data
across a variety of topics and among both free
(textbook) and semi-structured (legal document)
language.

3 Corpus

The DEFT corpus1 consists of annotated content
from two different data sources: 1) 2,443 sen-
tences (5,324,430 tokens) from various 2017 SEC
contract filings from the publicly available US
Securities and Exchange Commission EDGAR
(SEC) database, and 2) 21,303 sentences (409,253
tokens) from the https://cnx.org/ open
source textbooks (by various authors, licensed un-
der CC BY 4.0) including topics in biology, his-
tory, physics, psychology, economics, sociology,
and government. 22% of SEC sentences contain
definitions and 28% of textbook sentences con-
tain definitions. Our entire corpus, including both
datasets, is significantly larger and more complex
than any existing definition extraction dataset (see
Table 1).

During annotation, we found that roughly 50%
of term-definition pairs appeared across sentence
boundaries or with an otherwise complex struc-

1https://github.com/adobe-research/
deft_corpus

ture (e.g., containing secondary information, con-
taining ambiguous references to previously stated
terms or definitions) whereby the relationship be-
tween a term and definition requires more deduc-
tion than finding a definition verb phrase.

Our annotation schema is outlined in Table 2
and Table 3. Terms, alias terms, referential terms,
and ordered terms are always annotated as a com-
plete NP, including any determiner that may ap-
pear with the noun. Where possible, definitions,
secondary definitions, referential definitions, and
ordered definitions consume the entire clause(s) in
which they appear. Qualifiers, which were added
to handle date, location, and condition nuances in
legal language, are also annotated at the clause
level. Terms may not exist without either a match-
ing alias term or definition.

With the exception of the qualifier tag, which
appears only in the SEC data, the schema is ap-
plied generally across both datasets.

Figure 1: A typical definition within the ”Definitions”
section of a legal contract.

3.1 Annotation Schema
As mentioned above (see Section 2), previous
work has focused primarily on term-definition
pairs that appear in the same sentence. Nav-
igli et al. (2010) used a formalized schema from
Storrer and Wellinghoff (2006), which identifies a
definiendum, definitor, definiens, and rest field for
each term-definition pair. Curtotti and McCreath
(2010) use ”definition clauses”, drawing on defi-
nitions in a legal sense - that is, those which ap-
pear in a formal definition or glossary section and
which do not cross sentence boundaries. These
definition clauses typically encompass an entire
sentence; the matching term either appears in con-
text (within the natural language of the definition
clause) or with some formatting (e.g. bold, italic,
heading-like) to indicate its relationship with the
definition clause.

Our schema expands on these strategies to
account for a wider variety of term-definition
structures. Because of the sweeping variety of
”definition-like” verb phrases (e.g. means, is, de-
fines, etc.), and the apparent lack thereof in some

https://www.sec.gov/
https://www.sec.gov/
https://cnx.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://github.com/adobe-research/deft_corpus
https://github.com/adobe-research/deft_corpus
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Figure 2: A typical ”gloss” in the body of a contract, where a term is identified by enclosing parentheses and
quotations which separate it from its definition.

Figure 3: A typical preamble of a contract in the SEC filings, with qualifiers that clarify the date, location, or
condition in which the term appears.

cases (see e.g. Figs 2, 3, 7), we are most interested
in identifying terms and definitions, but not nec-
essarily the verb phrases which may or may not
connect the two.

Annotators were instructed to identify defini-
tions that had an explicitly mentioned referring
term. Definitions may span entire sentences, or
may be a single clause-level or smaller NP. In
our schema, definitions are not merely general de-
scriptions of a term, but refer clearly back to the
term they define, and can define only the term.
If it does not already appear as such, the term
and chosen definition sequence can be typically
rephrased as X is a Y. Definitions do not include
definitors, words that introduce restrictive or non-
restrictive clauses (such as that, who, which), or
narratives. Definitions must also be apparent from
the explicitly written text available to the annota-
tor. Our guidelines avoid “implicit” definitions, or
definitions that require external understanding of
the topic to parse. If a definition crosses a sen-
tence boundary, the sequence (in some cases, a
full sentence) following the boundary identified
as definition-like is labelled as a secondary defi-
nition.

3.2 Contract Data

As mentioned above, the corpus consists of 2443
sentences from SEC contract filings. These sen-
tences are often long, with several term-definition
pairs appearing within one sentence. While it
is well known that many contracts contain “def-
inition sections”, glossaries, or definition clauses
(Curtotti and McCreath, 2010; Curtotti and Srid-
haran, 2013), our annotation efforts revealed that
in reality, definitions appear throughout the entire
contract. Because of the nature of this spread, our
annotators were instructed to annotate entire legal
documents, not just the labeled “definition” sec-
tions as in Fig 1. Often, glosses outside definition

sections are identified by a term that appears in
quotations and bounded by parentheses, separat-
ing it from the inline text (see Fig 2). Occasionally,
the inline definitions use referential terms or defi-
nitions to indirectly define primary terms, though
this is a rare case (< 1% of tags).

As mentioned above, the SEC data includes the
qualifier tag, which is often found qualifying terms
or alias terms in contract preambles, as seen in
Fig 3. These preambles commonly contain terms
with matching alias terms, but no explicit defini-
tion. It is also important to note that terms in these
preambles are typically not the longer, expanded
acronym, or more formal representation (as they
may be in the textbook data, by nature of how the
textbooks’ style refers to those terms), but rather
the acronym or otherwise shortened form of the
term, as this is how they are referred to through-
out the rest of the document. Here we see an in-
teresting divergence between the two domains: In
textbooks the goal may be to educate the reader of
the term, and thus often uses the more formalized
representation, but in contracts the goal is usually
clarity, brevity, and adherence to legal code.

3.3 Textbook Data

In the textbook data, three-sentence context win-
dows were sampled from sentences that contained
a bold n-gram (a strong signal in educational texts
indicating a formally defined term) with a context
sentence on either side of the sentence with those
bold token(s). Consistent with previous research
(Cui et al., 2007; Degorski and Przepiorkowski,
2008; Curtotti and McCreath, 2010; Navigli et al.,
2010) definitions do in fact appear in the X is a
Y form, with a clear “definitor”. However, many
textbook examples also lack this explicit trigger,
and instead implicitly define the relationship be-
tween the term and definition, either by a referen-
tial term or referential definition, or through the
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Tag Name Description

Term A primary term
Alias Term A secondary, less common name for the primary term. Links to a term tag.
Ordered Term Multiple terms that have matching sets of definitions which cannot be sep-

arated from each other without creating an non-contiguous sequence of to-
kens. E.g. x and y represent positive and negative versions of the definition,
respectively

Referential Term An NP reference to a previously mentioned term tag. Typically
this/that/these + NP

Definition A primary definition of a term. May not exist without a matching term.
Secondary Definition Supplemental information that may qualify as a definition sentence or

phrase, but crosses a sentence boundary.
Ordered Definition Multiple definitions that have matching sets of terms which cannot be sep-

arated from each other. See Ordered Term.
Referential Definition NP reference to a previously mentioned definition tag. See Referential

Term.
Qualifier A specific date, location, or condition under which the definition holds

Table 2: Tag schema

Relation Name Description

Direct-defines Links definition to term.
Indirect-defines Links definition to referential term or term to referential definition.
Refers-to Links referential term to term or referential definition to definition.
AKA Links alias term to term.
Supplements Links secondary definition to definition.

Table 3: Relation schema

Figure 4: An excerpt from the extracted textbook sen-
tences without a term-definition pair.

implication of the syntactic structure (see e.g., Fig
7). It is important to note that, as seen in Fig 6,
the X is a Y form (or some variant thereof) may
still appear between the referential term or defini-
tion and the primary term or definition, especially
when the relationship between the primary term
and primary definition crosses a sentence bound-
ary.

Though we may not have captured all examples
of term-definition pairs in textbooks, this did al-
low us to regularly and implicitly, without active
annotator tagging, identify examples which may
appear to be definitions at a surface level, but in
fact, do not meet our schema criteria for a defini-
tion. In particular, because of the constraints of

our schema and the unclear ground truth defini-
tion of people and places, our annotation excludes
these cases. With the exception of definitions in-
cluding the formal title of an individual or the
physical composition of a location (see, e.g. Fig
4, Fig 5), they are not included in the corpus. All
three-sentence windows that appear in the dataset
without any labels are considered false positives,
as they do contain bold tokens, but either do not
have distinguishable definitions or provide auxil-
iary information not integral to the ground truth
definition of the term, as in the case of people and
places.

4 Annotation Process

The data in this corpus was annotated by a to-
tal of five annotators using the brat annotation
framework (Pontus Stenetorp and Tsujii, 2012). A
group of three annotators labeled data from the
textbook corpus and another group of three an-
notators labeled the contract data, with one anno-
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Figure 5: A person labeled as a term with a qualifying definition.

Figure 6: A cross-sentence term-definition pair, where the definition appears before the statement of the term and
additional definition information is provided in the form of a secondary definition.

Figure 7: A term-definition pair where the term is implied to be related to the definition by way of clausal separa-
tion.

tator having also labeled the textbook data. The
development of the annotation schema followed
the MAMA cycle (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2013),
with an emphasis on providing the most pragmatic
annotation process while still capturing the most
accurate representations of generalized definition
structures. Annotators were trained before begin-
ning annotation on the textbook data, then again
before beginning annotation on the contract data.

4.1 Inter-annotator Agreement
Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is measured us-
ing a modified version of Krippendorff’s alpha
(Krippendorff, 2011) with the MASI distance met-
ric (Passonneau, 2006) in order to account for and
score partial sequential overlaps of text:

δ(c, k) =

{
MASI(c, k), if c = k

1, otherwise

Where c = k and the text spans match exactly, the
MASI distance is 0.

IAA was calculated after every training period,
with a final annotator agreement score of αterm =
0.80 and αdefinition = 0.50 for the textbook cor-
pus and αterm = 0.85 and αdefinition = 0.54 for
the contract corpus. We believe these IAA scores
match the reality of human performance on such a
complicated task. After training time, each sen-
tence in the corpus was labeled by one annota-
tor. For the textbook annotation, each annotator
was assigned a list of three-sentence passages ran-
domly distributed from every textbook topic. For

the contract annotation, each annotator was as-
signed a set of a set of whole contracts to annotate.

4.2 Annotation Challenges

Though our annotation schema is intended to ap-
ply to cross-domain definition extraction, there are
still certain linguistic differences between the two
data sources. In particular, the goals of different
document types and formats seems to instruct the
use of definitions in their contexts. We briefly dis-
cussed a symptom of this in section 3.2, where
the primary term takes different levels of formal-
ity depending on the intent of the document: in
contracts, it is typically the simplified, abbreviated
form, and in textbooks it is typically the expanded
or formalized representation. We believe the same
influence drives the appearance of the qualifier
construct in contracts. Legal documents, by ne-
cessity, must state the conditions under which a
trait, event, or system is true. This often presents
as a relevant date (before, after, or on which the
terms apply) or location (such as a country or state
under which the terms apply). Textbooks, on the
other hand, do not require this level of specificity;
though they may state similar facts, such as the
date or location of an event, this information is
arguably not crucial to the understanding of the
core definition. While we may argue for either in-
cluding or excluding these textbook counterparts,
the DEFT corpus does not label them. Our an-
notation process favors maintaining the most ba-
sic definition of the term without compromising
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Figure 8: An example where the definition is implied
from the legal “force” of the contract.

necessary information. Legal contracts also oc-
casionally “define” terms implicitly by the legal
“force” of the document. In Fig 8, “Company’s
Default” is an event that happens when the com-
pany’s Loan Documents default. However, this
does not directly define what a default is, only the
implied conditions under which it happens. From
the formatting of the sentence, it is clear that the
author intends for ”Company’s Default” to be a
term. “Company’s Default” is indeed referred to
by name later in the same document. However,
it is assumed that the reader has enough knowl-
edge of the process of defaulting that they may
infer what the Company’s Default means in this
context.

Textbooks have similarly difficult terms: people
and places, briefly discussed in section 3.3. These
terms appear bold, implying the same author in-
tent as the parenthesized terms in the legal con-
tracts. However, the definition of these terms re-
main vague: is a person defined by their most well-
known achievement (especially in historical con-
texts)? Are they defined by where they were born
or died? Are places defined by their most com-
mon use? Perhaps their location within a larger
geographical structure? In many cases, the way in
which these examples are “defined” in the text de-
pends on the context in which they are presented;
A history textbook detailing the contributions of a
major political figure may “define” that individ-
ual by their successes or failures, depending on
the perspective of the textbook or the context of
the broader section of the document that particular
example appears in. Again, this reflects the intent
of the document or section as a whole. With the
exception of an individual’s title and the physical
composition of a location (especially in a scien-
tific context), we determine these cases to be out
of scope for our current research. As mentioned
in Section 3.1, definitions must be able to refer to
the term only, meaning that most general descrip-
tions of locations or individuals do not qualify as
definitions under our schema with one exception:
A specific physical descriptor of a location, or a
statement of an individual’s title. These specific
examples both qualify as definitions as they do not

require external knowledge of the term or concept,
and can be directly connected back to their respec-
tive terms.

5 Conclusion

We believe that the DEFT corpus, as the largest
existing corpus with the express purpose of defi-
nition extraction in a wide range of contexts, will
be a major contribution to the field. In the process
of creating and revising the annotation schema, we
have unpacked significant nuances in the linguis-
tic structures and requirements of definitions in a
variety of contexts. As a significant increase in
size and granularity of past definition extraction
corpora, the DEFT corpus will be particularly use-
ful from both corpus linguistics and computational
linguistics perspectives. We believe that in addi-
tion to the existing annotated textbook and con-
tract data, our schema could be applied to other
forms of un- and semi-structured documents. The
DEFT corpus and its annotation schema are an
expansion on the existing assumptions of simple,
hypernym-like, definition syntax, and offer a new
perspective for the next generation of definition
extraction models.
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